
Alice Johnson Side

FREDDY vs. JASON



INT. CRAVE INN - DAY

CUE SONG:

PAN the inside of the DINER. The after school teens have

already flocked and the cellphone party has begun in the

booths and at the tables.

The diner looks generally the same as it did in the 80’s. A

paint job, probably some minor remodeling and some new

future.

As we pass by the laughing, chatting, flirting, texting

teens, we come to the counter where, behind it, a BLONDE

WAITRESS stands with her back to us. She’s clearly in the

middle of something.

TEEN 1

Hey, ALICE!

She turns around - ALICE turns around. In her early 40’s,

she’s still as stunning as she was in her teens, only more

mature. She wears the SAME EXACT uniform she wore since her

first day on the job. A constant reminder of her life

sentence.

With a big smile on her face, ALICE comes out from behind

the counter and over to a group of five TEENAGE BOYS sitting

at a booth. She pulls out her check book and her pen.

ALICE

Will that be all boys?

TEEN 2

(whispers)

Oh, that voice!

TEEN 1

Yeah, we’re ready to cut outta

here.

TEEN 3

You know ALICE, time to get ready

for the Friday night parties!

ALICE

(smiles)

As long as there’s no drinking

involved. [half kidding]

The boys all groan.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

TEEN 2

Then what’s the point?

TEEN 4

We don’t drink and drive!

ALICE’s smile turns into a half smile.

TEEN 1

Never...

TEEN 3

Not even once... or twice...

ALICE shakes her head and rolls her eyes, writing out their

check and putting it down on the table.

ALICE

(shakes head)

You boys...

TEEN 4

(smirk)

Oooohhhh, ALICE...

ALICE smirks and goes to turn away.

ALICE

But seriously guys, be careful

tonight.

TEEN 1

(salutes to her)

Oh, we will!

ALICE smirks and turns away as the boys begin to talk

amongst themselves.

TEEN 3

Oh, yeah, today’s FRIDAY THE 13TH!

Not even two steps toward the counter and ALICE hears--

TEEN 2

(stands)

I love you, ALICE!

Everyone stops and looks at him. ALICE stops, smiles and

turns around. It is then that she notices how much TEEN 2

looks like her SON’s deceased father, Dan from NIGHTMARE 5.

Everyone pretty much laughs as ALICE and him just stare at

each other for a BEAT.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

ALICE’s attention is quickly drawn away by--

JAKE

(O.S.)

Mom!

ALICE turns and her just-saw-a-ghost-face(ha) immediately

contorts to her biggest, brightest smile.

ALICE

JACOB!

Standing in the open double doorway to the CRAVE INN stands

JAKE or JACOB(depending on who you ask) DANIEL JOHNSON with

his fiancee, JOSIE beside him. JAKE is in his early to mid

20’s, handsome and sharp, yet pleasant and not at all cocky,

the sight of his mother brings an equally bright smile

across his face. This is what 20+ years of hard work has

given ALICE.

The two immediately run to each other, embracing - clearly

it’s been a while since they last saw each other.


